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Construction Begins on Elev8 Health Centers
While other aspects of LISC’s Elev8 program, formerly known as Integrated Services in
Schools, have been in place since the summer, the most visible transformation of the five
participating schools began this fall with the construction of the school-based health centers.
The health centers, operated by community-based health partners, will provide health services to middle-school students and their families. Construction began on Perspectives Calumet
Campus (partnered with ACCESS Community Health) in Auburn Gresham in November,
Reavis Elementary (Near North Health Service) in Kenwood and Marquette (ACCESS) in
Chicago Lawn in December, and Ames (PrimeCare) in Logan Square and Orozco (Alivio
Medical Center) in Pilsen in January. All schools will be completed in March or April of 2009.
Near North Health Service’s Executive Director Berneice Mills-Thomas says the impact of the
health centers will be far-reaching. “Having a health partner work so closely with the school
will ultimately result in reduced sick time for students and a lower dropout rate.” Mills-Thomas
said. “We’re excited to start from the very beginning and work with teachers, administrators,
parents, community groups and government leaders to plan this project from the ground up.”
Elev8, launched in early 2008 with support from the Atlantic Philanthropies, the Polk
Bros. Foundation, The Chicago Community Trust, Chicago Public Schools, the John D.
and Catherine T. MacArthur Foundation, the City of Chicago and the Illinois Children’s
Healthcare Foundation, takes a comprehensive approach to transforming the lives
of middle school students and their families by supporting every aspect of their lives.
In addition to the health centers, Elev8 provides extended-day learning programs,
mentoring programs and assistance in accessing income supports.
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LISC Congratulates
President
Barack Obama

LISC/Chicago extends congratulations and best wishes to President
Barack Obama and his family as he
assumes the Presidential office. We
remember with fondness and gratitude his work for LISC as an attorney at then-Davis Miner Barnhill
and Galland and then as a leader
in LISC/Chicago’s Futures Forum
in 1997, which has since shaped
the course of LISC and community
development in Chicago.

LISC/Chicago's First Senior Fellow
Mayor Richard M. Daley
and LISC Executive Director
Andrew Mooney were on
hand to congratulate
Bishop Arthur M. Brazier,
center, on his appointment
as
the
first
LISC/Chicago
Senior
Fellow.
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MetroEdge, LISC's market analysis
tool, continues to identify market
opportunities in Chicago neighborhoods. MetroEdge recently
announced four new studies in
Englewood, Pilsen, the Quad
Communities area and the 3 rd
Ward. An additional study is
near completion in Albany Park.

LVCDC Reborn

NCP lead agency Little Village
Community Development Corporation
(LVCDC) has transformed into
Enlace. The group announced its
name change and unveiled its
new logo, above, at its leadership award reception this fall.
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CNDA – Monday, February 9, 2009

The 15 th Annual Chicago Neighborhood Development Awards© will celebrate a hometown
president and the Burnham Centennial with the theme “ New Beginnings: Make No Small
Plans.” The awards will be held on Monday, February 9 at the Hyatt Regency Chicago,
featuring a performance by The Second City and a keynote address by invited guest Mayor
Richard M. Daley. For more information visit www.lisc-cnda.org.

When Streets Become
Parks

Perry Pero
The Northern Trust Co. (retired)

On two sunny Sundays in October, Chicago communities came together to re-imagine their streets.

Valerie Jarrett
The Habitat Co.

Sunday Parkways, organized by the Active Transportation
Alliance in partnership with community organizations
including lead agencies in LISC’s New
Communities Program, began as
an idea for a public health event in
west and northwest side neighborhoods. But it soon grew into a
cross-community celebration that
gave neighbors a new way to
think about, interact with and
enjoy their streets and each other.
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We also congratulate our own
board member Valerie Jarrett on her
appointment as senior advisor to the
President and note that she, along
with Bill Daley and Robert Rubin,
two of the President’s economic
advisors, also serve as members of
the national LISC board. In recognition of her ongoing commitment
to all of Chicago’s neighborhoods,
Jarrett will be honored as the 2009
Friend of the Neighborhoods at the
upcoming Chicago Neighborhood
Development Awards.

MetroEdge
Announces
New Studies

LEFT: Construction is underway on the new health center at Reavis Elementary.
RIGHT: Elev8 health programming has already begun.
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LISC's Great
Neighborhoods
Program

LISC/Chicago’s decade of experience with the
New Communities Program (NCP) has helped 16
neighborhoods address their challenges and reach
their goals. Now a new program, tentatively titled
the Great Neighborhoods Program, will apply
lessons learned from NCP to other Chicago
neighborhoods, beginning in Albany Park.

In cooperation with the City of Chicago,
community organizations including
the Logan Square Neighborhood
Association, Bickerdike Redevelopment
Corporation, Garfield Park Conservatory
Neighbors from surrounding communities were
Alliance, Lawndale Christian
invited to walk, bike and skate along the route.
Development Corporation and
Enlace (formerly known as Little Village Community Development Corporation) closed
nearly 8 miles of boulevards to car traffic and welcomed thousands of neighbors in
Logan Square, Humboldt Park, Garfield Park, North Lawndale and Little Village to
walk, jog, bike and play in the street. At stations along the way, activities presented
by arts, sports and educational groups from throughout the surrounding communities
invited their neighbors to practice yoga, learn kickboxing or watch traditional dancers.
In addition to the planned activities, organizers say the real transformation was in attitude and atmosphere. “Everyone was smiling, saying hello,” said Adolfo Hernandez
of the Active Transportation Alliance. “ People would stop at a stoplight and start
a conversation. It was a small-town feel right smack in the middle of the city.”
Hernandez stressed that the benefits of the events are ongoing. Neighboring communities had a chance to appreciate each other in a new way and the partnerships formed
between organizations will endure. Lucy Gomez of the Logan Square Neighborhood
Association sees the first Sunday Parkways as more than just a success for Chicago;
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Like NCP, the Great Neighborhoods Program will
concentrate on strengthening communities from the
ground up. Throughout
its 3-year commitment,
LISC will work with lead
agencies, partner organizations and residents on
a range of planning and
capacity-building efforts.
Participating communities will leverage LISC
resources, including
cross-community connections, specialized
expertise in areas like
fundraising and commuFamily, by local
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The North River Commission, the lead agency in
Albany Park, has identified four priority areas in which
to focus its efforts, including promoting commercial
development, designing a multi-ethnic sculpture
park and healing garden, developing more effective
communications and building fundraising capacity.

“We’re thrilled that this opportunity is coming to
Albany Park,” said Melissa McDaniel, Executive
Director of the North River Commission. “What
this program allows us to do is focus on community priorities that will have largest impact on greatest
number of people.”
A second community will be chosen in early 2009.
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Green Exchange Will Sustain Business, Environment & Community

The Economy and Neighborhoods

At a time when many economic headlines are grim, neighborhood organizations and businesses in Logan Square are proving
that business can flourish using innovative, community-based strategies. The Green Exchange at 2545 W. Diversey Ave. will be
Chicago’s hub of green businesses while remaining rooted in the community, employing local low-income individuals.

By Joel Bookman, LISC/Chicago Director of Programs

The Green Exchange is the result of a web of business-community partnerships that includes Baum Development, LLC; the Local
Economic and Employment Development (LEED) Council, the Cooper Lamp Task Force, and the Logan Square Neighborhood
Association (LSNA), a lead agency in LISC’s New Communities Program. Together, the partners have worked to ensure the building is an asset to the community, providing new, high-quality jobs in an economically and environmentally sustainable way.
When the Cooper Lamp Factory closed in
2005, concerned neighbors – including former factory workers – formed the Cooper
Lamp Task Force, staffed by LSNA, to lead a
grassroots effort to ensure that the building
remain a source of local employment, rather
than be converted to condominiums. As the
Task Force gathered strength, LISC provided a
grant to the LEED Council to assist in the redevelopment. Last year LISC provided further
support that allowed the redevelopment
team to apply for a $500,000 federal grant
to provide low interest loans and start-up
financing to tenants with employees that
meet federal low-income standards. The
grant was approved in October, and plans
are already underway to begin hiring and
training new full-time permanent employees.

Foreclosures are wreaking havoc in neighborhoods and families across the country. Unemployment’s on the rise. The
economy’s in shambles. A new president offers glimmers of
hope, but even the most optimistic experts project a year
or more of pain and suffering – and for many, much longer.

ABOVE LEFT & RIGHT:
The Green Exchange at 2545 W.
Diversey will be a hub for
green business in Chicago.

RIGHT: Marva Williams of
LISC/Chicago speaks at a press
conference announcing a
$500,000 federal grant to Green
Exchange. Behind her (from left
to right) are Ted Wysocki of the
LEED Council, Lewis Jordan,
CEO of the CHA, and 1st Ward
Alderman Manny Flores.

“ We are thrilled to partner with such exemplary community leaders and organizations
to create job opportunities and economic
growth in the Logan Square neighborhood,”
said David Baum of Baum Development, co-developer of Green Exchange. “ Green Exchange was designed to help move the
green marketplace into the mainstream economy and green collar job creation is an essential component in achieving this goal.”
“ When the history of the Green Exchange is written, it will not only be a story of environmental and business innovation,” said
Sandra Castillo, pastor of the Episcopal Church of the Advent and La Iglesia Episcopal de Nuestra Señora de las Americas, a
leader of the Logan Square Neighborhood Association and a member of the Cooper Lamps Task Force. “ It will also be the story
of how strategic economic development preserved a diverse working-class neighborhood.”
In addition to the benefits the Green Exchange will bring to its community and the city, it will set a national example of the possibilities for community-based green business. “ Retaining buildings like this former Cooper Lamp factory for jobs is a highly visible success story,” said Ted Wysocki, president and CEO of the LEED Council. According to Alderman Manny Flores, who has
played an active role in ensuring the success of the project, “ Green Exchange will be a hub for sustainable business and become
a national model.”

Joel Bookman,
LISC/Chicago Director of Programs

I don’t think so, because NCP has always been about more than bricks and mortar. For the last
six years, lead agencies and their partners have not only been rebuilding the physical fabric of
their neighborhoods, they’ve been rebuilding the social fabric, too, creating the networks and
relationships among residents, businesses, elected officials and funders that will allow them to
withstand the type of shocks they’re seeing now. That’s not to say they aren’t in for hard times,
but the neighborhood organizing and planning – the neighborhood engagement – that was an
essential element for laying the community development groundwork in all NCP neighborhoods should provide a foundation for constructive work despite crushing economic forces.

Here are a few things all neighborhood organizations can do while under economic siege:
• Organize! Fight crime, tutor students, clean up parks and protect our
neighborhoods against the threats that come with tough times.
• Communicate. Educate and inform residents, businesses, public officials, private investors
and others about what’s good in the ‘hood. Use organizing, websites, blogs and enewsletters to build and sustain relationships necessary to grow and unite the community.
• Expand capacity of leaders and staff. Build the skills and technology to engage, organize,
communicate, develop, raise funds and operate in today’s (and tomorrow’s) new environment.
• Tighten the belt and focus on the core mission – a necessity now, but a discipline
that will pay off handsomely in good times, too.
• Build a pipeline of projects that will be “shovel-ready” when the economy returns. Do the
research, complete designs, prepare the pro formas and establish community support.
• Think green. Many experts predict that future job growth will emanate from green technology.
• Identify infrastructure needs – physical and social – and advocate for them.

To all who played a part in Sunday
Parkways, the uniqueness of the
event was striking. Because of the
size of the event, even the Office
of Emergency Management and
Communications and the Chicago
Police Department, which had
officers on hand to make sure
everything went smoothly, faced
a new experience.
“ The footprint was greater than
we’re used to,” said Commander
Frank Gross of the Special Events and
Liaison Section. But it came off without a hitch. “There were absolutely no incidents at all,” he said.
Plans for next year’s events are
already underway. “ People saw
the potential,” Gomez said.
“ We’re energized to make it
even better next year.”
Sunday Parkways was funded
through the Searle Funds at The
Chicago Community Trust, LISC/
Chicago, The Boeing Company, Bikes
Belong, Bank of America, Michael
Reese Health Trust and Recreation
Equipment Incorporated (REI).
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Developers Committed to Supporting Neighborhood Revitalization
on All Fronts: interview with David Brint of Brinshore Development, LLC & Joe Williams of the Granite Companies.
Granite Development Corp. and Brinshore Development, LLC
are two of Chicago’s foremost developers, with projects
ranging from large-scale historical preservation to mixedincome communities in neighborhoods across the city.
David Brint is CEO of Brinshore Development, LLC, and Joe
Williams is co-chairman of the Granite Companies.
Granite and Brinshore work with
LISC on both ends of the funding spectrum. They have been
long-time supporters of LISC,
but are also recipients of LISC
funding. Can you give some
examples of ways that you and
LISC have worked together?
DB: LISC provided necessary
predevelopment funds to several
of Brinshore’s HOPE VI projects,
which helped move them along
much more quickly. But affordable
David Brint,
housing communities are about
Brinshore Development
more than buildings; so Brinshore
has supported a number of LISC’s neighborhood programs, like the
first baseball diamond in the Westhaven community in 20 years.
JW: LISC has been a predevelopment funder for a number of Granite’s
projects, like Oakwood Shores. We support LISC so they can continue their work in transitioning neighborhoods like those surrounding Oakwood Shores and other mixed-income developments.
What kind of long-term impact do your companies hope
to make through their investments and support?
DB: We at Brinshore understand that successful communities, espe-

cially those with affordable housing, require a variety of support
services and amenities. We can provide the housing, but we also
support LISC because no other entity has the ability to rally the
corporate community, the political community, and people working in neighborhoods with the efficiency and skill that they do.
JW: While our piece of the puzzle is important, we want to
see complete successful communities – with retail, arts and
other neighborhood amenities.
LISC has made a huge commitment to neighborhoods and
keeping them viable.
How would you characterize
the relationship between
developers and non-profit
funders like LISC in regard to
neighborhood development?
DB: Philanthropies have the
ability to fund amenities like
Joe Williams,
social services, job training cenThe Granite Companies
ters and health care centers,
among others, that are needed to solidify neighborhoods
but are not necessarily available to developers. That’s why
it’s so important to work in partnership. Chicago is lucky to
have an organization like LISC.
JW: Successful developers realize that the neighborhood is
not just our boundaries. The quality of life of those living
there is essential. And in addition to its community programs, LISC tackles the big issues, bringing together decision
makers on issues that are important to the stabilization and
revitalization of all our neighborhoods.

Fourth Quarter LISC Grant & Loan Activity

LISC has dispersed a total of $3,907,712 in grants and loans to a spectrum of projects across Chicago from September through November, 2008.

As part of Elev8, formerly known as Integrated Services in Schools, LISC approved a $6,000 grant to the Logan Square Neighborhood
Association to support the Chicago Women’s Health Center in reproductive health education at Ames Middle School.

The Civic Life Fund made a $25,000 grant to The Salvation Army in Englewood to provide support for its new music program,
including drumming, for local youth.

Over the next 18 months, it’s very likely that funds will flow from the federal and state government to rebuild our infrastructure, supporting projects that create jobs, show visible
improvements and leverage additional investments. And chances are those funds will flow first
to communities that are well organized and advocating for projects that will create an impact
in the next 12 to 18 months – those that are “shovel-ready” or “ribbon-cutting” ready.
The communities that plan and prepare now stand the best chance of getting the stimulus resources
that are coming, and those neighborhoods will be bouncing back first when the economy rebounds.
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with similar events taking place
all over the world, she sees it as
part of a movement.
“ We spend so much money
accommodating the car,” she said.
“Sunday Parkways gave us a central place for people to gather. We
need that. It’s an important part
of socialization for communities.”

This onslaught comes on the heels of remarkable progress
in many Chicago neighborhoods. Since 2003 more than $500
million has been invested in the 16 neighborhoods that are
the focus of LISC’s 10-year comprehensive community
development New Communities Program (NCP) initiative.

But non-profit developers now find themselves in much the
same position as their for-profit partners: lacking capital, retail
tenants and a viable marketplace. Does that mean the renaissance we’ve seen in so many neighborhoods is at an end?

"PARKWAYS"
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A total of $288,000 in grants from The Homestead Fund was divided among six organizations – The South Side Community Federal
Credit Union, The Resurrection Project, Claretian Associates, Garfield Park Conservatory Alliance, Greater Auburn-Gresham Development
Corporation and Lawndale Christian Development Corporation – in support of foreclosure prevention and intervention initiatives.
Activity stations along the route included
a local Mexican folkloric dance group.

The Leadership Fundmade a $20,000 grant to Beyond the Ball to support leadership development opportunities to youth in Little Village and North Lawndale.

Holsten Real Estate Development Corporation received a loan of $300,000 through The Main Street Fund in support of the 23,000
square foot retail center at Wilson Yard.
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The Green Exchange is the result of a web of business-community partnerships that includes Baum Development, LLC; the Local
Economic and Employment Development (LEED) Council, the Cooper Lamp Task Force, and the Logan Square Neighborhood
Association (LSNA), a lead agency in LISC’s New Communities Program. Together, the partners have worked to ensure the building is an asset to the community, providing new, high-quality jobs in an economically and environmentally sustainable way.
When the Cooper Lamp Factory closed in
2005, concerned neighbors – including former factory workers – formed the Cooper
Lamp Task Force, staffed by LSNA, to lead a
grassroots effort to ensure that the building
remain a source of local employment, rather
than be converted to condominiums. As the
Task Force gathered strength, LISC provided a
grant to the LEED Council to assist in the redevelopment. Last year LISC provided further
support that allowed the redevelopment
team to apply for a $500,000 federal grant
to provide low interest loans and start-up
financing to tenants with employees that
meet federal low-income standards. The
grant was approved in October, and plans
are already underway to begin hiring and
training new full-time permanent employees.

Foreclosures are wreaking havoc in neighborhoods and families across the country. Unemployment’s on the rise. The
economy’s in shambles. A new president offers glimmers of
hope, but even the most optimistic experts project a year
or more of pain and suffering – and for many, much longer.

ABOVE LEFT & RIGHT:
The Green Exchange at 2545 W.
Diversey will be a hub for
green business in Chicago.

RIGHT: Marva Williams of
LISC/Chicago speaks at a press
conference announcing a
$500,000 federal grant to Green
Exchange. Behind her (from left
to right) are Ted Wysocki of the
LEED Council, Lewis Jordan,
CEO of the CHA, and 1st Ward
Alderman Manny Flores.

“ We are thrilled to partner with such exemplary community leaders and organizations
to create job opportunities and economic
growth in the Logan Square neighborhood,”
said David Baum of Baum Development, co-developer of Green Exchange. “ Green Exchange was designed to help move the
green marketplace into the mainstream economy and green collar job creation is an essential component in achieving this goal.”
“ When the history of the Green Exchange is written, it will not only be a story of environmental and business innovation,” said
Sandra Castillo, pastor of the Episcopal Church of the Advent and La Iglesia Episcopal de Nuestra Señora de las Americas, a
leader of the Logan Square Neighborhood Association and a member of the Cooper Lamps Task Force. “ It will also be the story
of how strategic economic development preserved a diverse working-class neighborhood.”
In addition to the benefits the Green Exchange will bring to its community and the city, it will set a national example of the possibilities for community-based green business. “ Retaining buildings like this former Cooper Lamp factory for jobs is a highly visible success story,” said Ted Wysocki, president and CEO of the LEED Council. According to Alderman Manny Flores, who has
played an active role in ensuring the success of the project, “ Green Exchange will be a hub for sustainable business and become
a national model.”

Joel Bookman,
LISC/Chicago Director of Programs

I don’t think so, because NCP has always been about more than bricks and mortar. For the last
six years, lead agencies and their partners have not only been rebuilding the physical fabric of
their neighborhoods, they’ve been rebuilding the social fabric, too, creating the networks and
relationships among residents, businesses, elected officials and funders that will allow them to
withstand the type of shocks they’re seeing now. That’s not to say they aren’t in for hard times,
but the neighborhood organizing and planning – the neighborhood engagement – that was an
essential element for laying the community development groundwork in all NCP neighborhoods should provide a foundation for constructive work despite crushing economic forces.

Here are a few things all neighborhood organizations can do while under economic siege:
• Organize! Fight crime, tutor students, clean up parks and protect our
neighborhoods against the threats that come with tough times.
• Communicate. Educate and inform residents, businesses, public officials, private investors
and others about what’s good in the ‘hood. Use organizing, websites, blogs and enewsletters to build and sustain relationships necessary to grow and unite the community.
• Expand capacity of leaders and staff. Build the skills and technology to engage, organize,
communicate, develop, raise funds and operate in today’s (and tomorrow’s) new environment.
• Tighten the belt and focus on the core mission – a necessity now, but a discipline
that will pay off handsomely in good times, too.
• Build a pipeline of projects that will be “shovel-ready” when the economy returns. Do the
research, complete designs, prepare the pro formas and establish community support.
• Think green. Many experts predict that future job growth will emanate from green technology.
• Identify infrastructure needs – physical and social – and advocate for them.

To all who played a part in Sunday
Parkways, the uniqueness of the
event was striking. Because of the
size of the event, even the Office
of Emergency Management and
Communications and the Chicago
Police Department, which had
officers on hand to make sure
everything went smoothly, faced
a new experience.
“ The footprint was greater than
we’re used to,” said Commander
Frank Gross of the Special Events and
Liaison Section. But it came off without a hitch. “There were absolutely no incidents at all,” he said.
Plans for next year’s events are
already underway. “ People saw
the potential,” Gomez said.
“ We’re energized to make it
even better next year.”
Sunday Parkways was funded
through the Searle Funds at The
Chicago Community Trust, LISC/
Chicago, The Boeing Company, Bikes
Belong, Bank of America, Michael
Reese Health Trust and Recreation
Equipment Incorporated (REI).
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Developers Committed to Supporting Neighborhood Revitalization
on All Fronts: interview with David Brint of Brinshore Development, LLC & Joe Williams of the Granite Companies.
Granite Development Corp. and Brinshore Development, LLC
are two of Chicago’s foremost developers, with projects
ranging from large-scale historical preservation to mixedincome communities in neighborhoods across the city.
David Brint is CEO of Brinshore Development, LLC, and Joe
Williams is co-chairman of the Granite Companies.
Granite and Brinshore work with
LISC on both ends of the funding spectrum. They have been
long-time supporters of LISC,
but are also recipients of LISC
funding. Can you give some
examples of ways that you and
LISC have worked together?
DB: LISC provided necessary
predevelopment funds to several
of Brinshore’s HOPE VI projects,
which helped move them along
much more quickly. But affordable
David Brint,
housing communities are about
Brinshore Development
more than buildings; so Brinshore
has supported a number of LISC’s neighborhood programs, like the
first baseball diamond in the Westhaven community in 20 years.
JW: LISC has been a predevelopment funder for a number of Granite’s
projects, like Oakwood Shores. We support LISC so they can continue their work in transitioning neighborhoods like those surrounding Oakwood Shores and other mixed-income developments.
What kind of long-term impact do your companies hope
to make through their investments and support?
DB: We at Brinshore understand that successful communities, espe-

cially those with affordable housing, require a variety of support
services and amenities. We can provide the housing, but we also
support LISC because no other entity has the ability to rally the
corporate community, the political community, and people working in neighborhoods with the efficiency and skill that they do.
JW: While our piece of the puzzle is important, we want to
see complete successful communities – with retail, arts and
other neighborhood amenities.
LISC has made a huge commitment to neighborhoods and
keeping them viable.
How would you characterize
the relationship between
developers and non-profit
funders like LISC in regard to
neighborhood development?
DB: Philanthropies have the
ability to fund amenities like
Joe Williams,
social services, job training cenThe Granite Companies
ters and health care centers,
among others, that are needed to solidify neighborhoods
but are not necessarily available to developers. That’s why
it’s so important to work in partnership. Chicago is lucky to
have an organization like LISC.
JW: Successful developers realize that the neighborhood is
not just our boundaries. The quality of life of those living
there is essential. And in addition to its community programs, LISC tackles the big issues, bringing together decision
makers on issues that are important to the stabilization and
revitalization of all our neighborhoods.

Fourth Quarter LISC Grant & Loan Activity

LISC has dispersed a total of $3,907,712 in grants and loans to a spectrum of projects across Chicago from September through November, 2008.

As part of Elev8, formerly known as Integrated Services in Schools, LISC approved a $6,000 grant to the Logan Square Neighborhood
Association to support the Chicago Women’s Health Center in reproductive health education at Ames Middle School.

The Civic Life Fund made a $25,000 grant to The Salvation Army in Englewood to provide support for its new music program,
including drumming, for local youth.

Over the next 18 months, it’s very likely that funds will flow from the federal and state government to rebuild our infrastructure, supporting projects that create jobs, show visible
improvements and leverage additional investments. And chances are those funds will flow first
to communities that are well organized and advocating for projects that will create an impact
in the next 12 to 18 months – those that are “shovel-ready” or “ribbon-cutting” ready.
The communities that plan and prepare now stand the best chance of getting the stimulus resources
that are coming, and those neighborhoods will be bouncing back first when the economy rebounds.
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(Continued from cover)
with similar events taking place
all over the world, she sees it as
part of a movement.
“ We spend so much money
accommodating the car,” she said.
“Sunday Parkways gave us a central place for people to gather. We
need that. It’s an important part
of socialization for communities.”

This onslaught comes on the heels of remarkable progress
in many Chicago neighborhoods. Since 2003 more than $500
million has been invested in the 16 neighborhoods that are
the focus of LISC’s 10-year comprehensive community
development New Communities Program (NCP) initiative.

But non-profit developers now find themselves in much the
same position as their for-profit partners: lacking capital, retail
tenants and a viable marketplace. Does that mean the renaissance we’ve seen in so many neighborhoods is at an end?

"PARKWAYS"
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A total of $288,000 in grants from The Homestead Fund was divided among six organizations – The South Side Community Federal
Credit Union, The Resurrection Project, Claretian Associates, Garfield Park Conservatory Alliance, Greater Auburn-Gresham Development
Corporation and Lawndale Christian Development Corporation – in support of foreclosure prevention and intervention initiatives.
Activity stations along the route included
a local Mexican folkloric dance group.

The Leadership Fundmade a $20,000 grant to Beyond the Ball to support leadership development opportunities to youth in Little Village and North Lawndale.

Holsten Real Estate Development Corporation received a loan of $300,000 through The Main Street Fund in support of the 23,000
square foot retail center at Wilson Yard.
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Construction Begins on Elev8 Health Centers
While other aspects of LISC’s Elev8 program, formerly known as Integrated Services in
Schools, have been in place since the summer, the most visible transformation of the five
participating schools began this fall with the construction of the school-based health centers.
The health centers, operated by community-based health partners, will provide health services to middle-school students and their families. Construction began on Perspectives Calumet
Campus (partnered with ACCESS Community Health) in Auburn Gresham in November,
Reavis Elementary (Near North Health Service) in Kenwood and Marquette (ACCESS) in
Chicago Lawn in December, and Ames (PrimeCare) in Logan Square and Orozco (Alivio
Medical Center) in Pilsen in January. All schools will be completed in March or April of 2009.
Near North Health Service’s Executive Director Berneice Mills-Thomas says the impact of the
health centers will be far-reaching. “Having a health partner work so closely with the school
will ultimately result in reduced sick time for students and a lower dropout rate.” Mills-Thomas
said. “We’re excited to start from the very beginning and work with teachers, administrators,
parents, community groups and government leaders to plan this project from the ground up.”
Elev8, launched in early 2008 with support from the Atlantic Philanthropies, the Polk
Bros. Foundation, The Chicago Community Trust, Chicago Public Schools, the John D.
and Catherine T. MacArthur Foundation, the City of Chicago and the Illinois Children’s
Healthcare Foundation, takes a comprehensive approach to transforming the lives
of middle school students and their families by supporting every aspect of their lives.
In addition to the health centers, Elev8 provides extended-day learning programs,
mentoring programs and assistance in accessing income supports.
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LISC Congratulates
President
Barack Obama

LISC/Chicago extends congratulations and best wishes to President
Barack Obama and his family as he
assumes the Presidential office. We
remember with fondness and gratitude his work for LISC as an attorney at then-Davis Miner Barnhill
and Galland and then as a leader
in LISC/Chicago’s Futures Forum
in 1997, which has since shaped
the course of LISC and community
development in Chicago.

LISC/Chicago's First Senior Fellow
Mayor Richard M. Daley
and LISC Executive Director
Andrew Mooney were on
hand to congratulate
Bishop Arthur M. Brazier,
center, on his appointment
as
the
first
LISC/Chicago
Senior
Fellow.
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MetroEdge, LISC's market analysis
tool, continues to identify market
opportunities in Chicago neighborhoods. MetroEdge recently
announced four new studies in
Englewood, Pilsen, the Quad
Communities area and the 3 rd
Ward. An additional study is
near completion in Albany Park.

LVCDC Reborn

NCP lead agency Little Village
Community Development Corporation
(LVCDC) has transformed into
Enlace. The group announced its
name change and unveiled its
new logo, above, at its leadership award reception this fall.
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The 15 th Annual Chicago Neighborhood Development Awards© will celebrate a hometown
president and the Burnham Centennial with the theme “ New Beginnings: Make No Small
Plans.” The awards will be held on Monday, February 9 at the Hyatt Regency Chicago,
featuring a performance by The Second City and a keynote address by invited guest Mayor
Richard M. Daley. For more information visit www.lisc-cnda.org.

When Streets Become
Parks

Perry Pero
The Northern Trust Co. (retired)

On two sunny Sundays in October, Chicago communities came together to re-imagine their streets.

Valerie Jarrett
The Habitat Co.

Sunday Parkways, organized by the Active Transportation
Alliance in partnership with community organizations
including lead agencies in LISC’s New
Communities Program, began as
an idea for a public health event in
west and northwest side neighborhoods. But it soon grew into a
cross-community celebration that
gave neighbors a new way to
think about, interact with and
enjoy their streets and each other.

VICE CHAIR

We also congratulate our own
board member Valerie Jarrett on her
appointment as senior advisor to the
President and note that she, along
with Bill Daley and Robert Rubin,
two of the President’s economic
advisors, also serve as members of
the national LISC board. In recognition of her ongoing commitment
to all of Chicago’s neighborhoods,
Jarrett will be honored as the 2009
Friend of the Neighborhoods at the
upcoming Chicago Neighborhood
Development Awards.

MetroEdge
Announces
New Studies

LEFT: Construction is underway on the new health center at Reavis Elementary.
RIGHT: Elev8 health programming has already begun.
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LISC's Great
Neighborhoods
Program

LISC/Chicago’s decade of experience with the
New Communities Program (NCP) has helped 16
neighborhoods address their challenges and reach
their goals. Now a new program, tentatively titled
the Great Neighborhoods Program, will apply
lessons learned from NCP to other Chicago
neighborhoods, beginning in Albany Park.

In cooperation with the City of Chicago,
community organizations including
the Logan Square Neighborhood
Association, Bickerdike Redevelopment
Corporation, Garfield Park Conservatory
Neighbors from surrounding communities were
Alliance, Lawndale Christian
invited to walk, bike and skate along the route.
Development Corporation and
Enlace (formerly known as Little Village Community Development Corporation) closed
nearly 8 miles of boulevards to car traffic and welcomed thousands of neighbors in
Logan Square, Humboldt Park, Garfield Park, North Lawndale and Little Village to
walk, jog, bike and play in the street. At stations along the way, activities presented
by arts, sports and educational groups from throughout the surrounding communities
invited their neighbors to practice yoga, learn kickboxing or watch traditional dancers.
In addition to the planned activities, organizers say the real transformation was in attitude and atmosphere. “Everyone was smiling, saying hello,” said Adolfo Hernandez
of the Active Transportation Alliance. “ People would stop at a stoplight and start
a conversation. It was a small-town feel right smack in the middle of the city.”
Hernandez stressed that the benefits of the events are ongoing. Neighboring communities had a chance to appreciate each other in a new way and the partnerships formed
between organizations will endure. Lucy Gomez of the Logan Square Neighborhood
Association sees the first Sunday Parkways as more than just a success for Chicago;

See "PARKWAYS," Page 3
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Like NCP, the Great Neighborhoods Program will
concentrate on strengthening communities from the
ground up. Throughout
its 3-year commitment,
LISC will work with lead
agencies, partner organizations and residents on
a range of planning and
capacity-building efforts.
Participating communities will leverage LISC
resources, including
cross-community connections, specialized
expertise in areas like
fundraising and commuFamily, by local
nications, and programs Happy
artist Shencheng Xu,
like Building Community will be in the sculpture
through the Arts and garden in Ronan Park.
MetroEdge.

The North River Commission, the lead agency in
Albany Park, has identified four priority areas in which
to focus its efforts, including promoting commercial
development, designing a multi-ethnic sculpture
park and healing garden, developing more effective
communications and building fundraising capacity.

“We’re thrilled that this opportunity is coming to
Albany Park,” said Melissa McDaniel, Executive
Director of the North River Commission. “What
this program allows us to do is focus on community priorities that will have largest impact on greatest
number of people.”
A second community will be chosen in early 2009.
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Construction Begins on Elev8 Health Centers
While other aspects of LISC’s Elev8 program, formerly known as Integrated Services in
Schools, have been in place since the summer, the most visible transformation of the five
participating schools began this fall with the construction of the school-based health centers.
The health centers, operated by community-based health partners, will provide health services to middle-school students and their families. Construction began on Perspectives Calumet
Campus (partnered with ACCESS Community Health) in Auburn Gresham in November,
Reavis Elementary (Near North Health Service) in Kenwood and Marquette (ACCESS) in
Chicago Lawn in December, and Ames (PrimeCare) in Logan Square and Orozco (Alivio
Medical Center) in Pilsen in January. All schools will be completed in March or April of 2009.
Near North Health Service’s Executive Director Berneice Mills-Thomas says the impact of the
health centers will be far-reaching. “Having a health partner work so closely with the school
will ultimately result in reduced sick time for students and a lower dropout rate.” Mills-Thomas
said. “We’re excited to start from the very beginning and work with teachers, administrators,
parents, community groups and government leaders to plan this project from the ground up.”
Elev8, launched in early 2008 with support from the Atlantic Philanthropies, the Polk
Bros. Foundation, The Chicago Community Trust, Chicago Public Schools, the John D.
and Catherine T. MacArthur Foundation, the City of Chicago and the Illinois Children’s
Healthcare Foundation, takes a comprehensive approach to transforming the lives
of middle school students and their families by supporting every aspect of their lives.
In addition to the health centers, Elev8 provides extended-day learning programs,
mentoring programs and assistance in accessing income supports.
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assumes the Presidential office. We
remember with fondness and gratitude his work for LISC as an attorney at then-Davis Miner Barnhill
and Galland and then as a leader
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MetroEdge, LISC's market analysis
tool, continues to identify market
opportunities in Chicago neighborhoods. MetroEdge recently
announced four new studies in
Englewood, Pilsen, the Quad
Communities area and the 3 rd
Ward. An additional study is
near completion in Albany Park.

LVCDC Reborn

NCP lead agency Little Village
Community Development Corporation
(LVCDC) has transformed into
Enlace. The group announced its
name change and unveiled its
new logo, above, at its leadership award reception this fall.
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The 15 th Annual Chicago Neighborhood Development Awards© will celebrate a hometown
president and the Burnham Centennial with the theme “ New Beginnings: Make No Small
Plans.” The awards will be held on Monday, February 9 at the Hyatt Regency Chicago,
featuring a performance by The Second City and a keynote address by invited guest Mayor
Richard M. Daley. For more information visit www.lisc-cnda.org.
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The Northern Trust Co. (retired)

On two sunny Sundays in October, Chicago communities came together to re-imagine their streets.

Valerie Jarrett
The Habitat Co.

Sunday Parkways, organized by the Active Transportation
Alliance in partnership with community organizations
including lead agencies in LISC’s New
Communities Program, began as
an idea for a public health event in
west and northwest side neighborhoods. But it soon grew into a
cross-community celebration that
gave neighbors a new way to
think about, interact with and
enjoy their streets and each other.
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We also congratulate our own
board member Valerie Jarrett on her
appointment as senior advisor to the
President and note that she, along
with Bill Daley and Robert Rubin,
two of the President’s economic
advisors, also serve as members of
the national LISC board. In recognition of her ongoing commitment
to all of Chicago’s neighborhoods,
Jarrett will be honored as the 2009
Friend of the Neighborhoods at the
upcoming Chicago Neighborhood
Development Awards.

MetroEdge
Announces
New Studies

LEFT: Construction is underway on the new health center at Reavis Elementary.
RIGHT: Elev8 health programming has already begun.
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LISC's Great
Neighborhoods
Program

LISC/Chicago’s decade of experience with the
New Communities Program (NCP) has helped 16
neighborhoods address their challenges and reach
their goals. Now a new program, tentatively titled
the Great Neighborhoods Program, will apply
lessons learned from NCP to other Chicago
neighborhoods, beginning in Albany Park.

In cooperation with the City of Chicago,
community organizations including
the Logan Square Neighborhood
Association, Bickerdike Redevelopment
Corporation, Garfield Park Conservatory
Neighbors from surrounding communities were
Alliance, Lawndale Christian
invited to walk, bike and skate along the route.
Development Corporation and
Enlace (formerly known as Little Village Community Development Corporation) closed
nearly 8 miles of boulevards to car traffic and welcomed thousands of neighbors in
Logan Square, Humboldt Park, Garfield Park, North Lawndale and Little Village to
walk, jog, bike and play in the street. At stations along the way, activities presented
by arts, sports and educational groups from throughout the surrounding communities
invited their neighbors to practice yoga, learn kickboxing or watch traditional dancers.
In addition to the planned activities, organizers say the real transformation was in attitude and atmosphere. “Everyone was smiling, saying hello,” said Adolfo Hernandez
of the Active Transportation Alliance. “ People would stop at a stoplight and start
a conversation. It was a small-town feel right smack in the middle of the city.”
Hernandez stressed that the benefits of the events are ongoing. Neighboring communities had a chance to appreciate each other in a new way and the partnerships formed
between organizations will endure. Lucy Gomez of the Logan Square Neighborhood
Association sees the first Sunday Parkways as more than just a success for Chicago;
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Like NCP, the Great Neighborhoods Program will
concentrate on strengthening communities from the
ground up. Throughout
its 3-year commitment,
LISC will work with lead
agencies, partner organizations and residents on
a range of planning and
capacity-building efforts.
Participating communities will leverage LISC
resources, including
cross-community connections, specialized
expertise in areas like
fundraising and commuFamily, by local
nications, and programs Happy
artist Shencheng Xu,
like Building Community will be in the sculpture
through the Arts and garden in Ronan Park.
MetroEdge.

The North River Commission, the lead agency in
Albany Park, has identified four priority areas in which
to focus its efforts, including promoting commercial
development, designing a multi-ethnic sculpture
park and healing garden, developing more effective
communications and building fundraising capacity.

“We’re thrilled that this opportunity is coming to
Albany Park,” said Melissa McDaniel, Executive
Director of the North River Commission. “What
this program allows us to do is focus on community priorities that will have largest impact on greatest
number of people.”
A second community will be chosen in early 2009.
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